Why Britain is descending into it’s own civil war by gareth bowen,
[draft last looked at 7/4/2017]
Note this is one of those drafts that should have been done in one pass but I came back to it
and adding to it while forgetting what was already written and not tidying up typos at the
time as written too fast was never a good idea.
Why is britain descending into its own civil war? Because they at best turn a blind eye to the none
consensual torture that is taking place by the people they employ and it has been pointed out to
them numerous times, or worse encouraging or ordering it to take place. they say stupid things in
office, and have turned a blind eye to people who are starving to death and going homeless and
exasperated war by actively helping to evict people onto the streets.
If they have stopped doing this type of thing, I haven’t been informed in the interim and I have seen
no written guarantees saying they will guarantee a home, food, water, electricity and access to the
internet (so their voice can be heard at any time as the government public news network has
certainly not publishing cases of people getting screwed and clearly has shown itself to be one of
those news networks that is considered a joke by anyone whos been on the reciving end of the
mental health gestapo inter alia) to everyone at all.
Meanwhile british government propaganda networks are trying to fan the flames of fake news
circulating in countries such as Germany and elsewhere in order to destroy freedom of expression
and silence decent citing mental illness for any one who is able to justify belief with evidence,
reasons and show how they formulated conclusions. So anyone who learns how to do anything, tells
the truth or gives an honest oppinion is regarded as mentally ill and someone who needs to be
detained least the people doing torture loose their jobs and their steady income stream.
This just further pushes country to war as it just looses more people and that type of legislation
much like the 1933 steralisation act and the genocidal extermination order of 1939 which always
expands and kills more and more people as the masses look the other way, either through the
ignorance that it has nothing to do with them or because they are scared, or because they were paid
hush money to shut up and look the other way.
Either way turnug a blind eye to the criminal abuses of government and the people they employ in
the police, nhs, courts and other groups always deteriorates in out right conflict as can be seen from
countries like yougoslavia, iran, korea ,rwanda or syria which will generally ruin their lives or
increase the risk to their own family and lives which is why no one should ignore and turn a blind
eye to the abuses by this and all previous governments going from what appears to be the
established norm as it is obvious people have stopped thinking and are just following unjust and
criminal orders from their superiors without thinking at all.
Britain and psychology which once limited torture against people of the working class has rapidly
expanded to the middle classes and the educated elite.
Given I was an eye ewitness to torture taking place under mental health as it was taking place on me
and the knoweldge that thousands have been allowed to stave to death by deniing them welfare and
as far as I know are still dying, by the fact I keep periodically seeing homeless people on the
streets and the fact that the press turn a blind eye to pointing torture by the establishment out thus
proving they are nothing but a propoganda network intent on brainwashing the masses into a life of
stupidity, slavery, misery and suffering and that the individuals who commit encourage or actively
turn a blind eye to those attrocities taking place are still allowed to maintain office and keep office

is generally all the proof you need that a country is drifting into civil war territory and things like
the 2011 riots tend to flag this up.
no mistake that injecting people ot ‘treating’ against their will, and electrocuting people against
their consent (not wanting to impact on the kinky BDSM brigade), or maiming who don’t want to
be (excluding consensual piercing and the things some people like to do to themselves however
bizarre) is a crime against humanity and shouldn’t be allowed to take place by any civilised
government on planet earth.
The only way to avert from civil war, is to openly acknowledge that they are fucking up and put
steps in and those guarantees to stop thoie human rights abuses from happening again, and that
usually requires the removal of everyone who committed those offences as part of their job or an
executive order telling people to stop least they get thrown in prison and prosecuted under existing
uk statute inter alia which already forbids torture and the abuses they are committing)
Words are meaningless at this point, if people are still starving to death, being killed, maimed,
enslaved against their will then civil war still looms ever near if not in your area already as it seems
that these wars and revolutions always break out for the same reason, the rulling elite abusing their
positions of power, exploiting the poor, destroying homes, starving them out and or experimenting
medically on them against their consent.
Why the masses continually vote to keep tprturers in as other candidates get intimidated out of
running, speaking up or saying anything least they be detained and tortured in britain without trial
for mental illness as they push their medical propaganda which seems to have no basis in truth is
beyond me) and yet so many films cover this territory and this concept which is happening in reality
in Britain in your life time to people you know is scary stuff.
I so wasn’t going to try and write this lot up, and then I got the a civil war, your in one spoofing the
pirates of the carabian film scene re ghost stories via clairvoyance and decided I need to at least try
to make an effort to write something up, in the vain hope that it might wake some people up out of
slumber to change their ways in an effort to stop people going homeless, starving to death, being
tortured or any more being killed, least the torture or worse governmental pre planned assassination
by the met openmly took place on the freeway in 2016 took place.
Strictly speaking just them stopping commiting those abuses generally helps divert from warm but
when you or they don’t , and the further it goes on, the more the masses tend to turn from seeing a
law just to stop it to wanting to see all people removed, punished or killed in retaliation or
vengeance or pure frustration at seeing too many people suffer or be killed.
These generally causes more problems and backlash as those criminal corrupt types who lie and
cling to positions of power at the peoples expense tend to use ithat type of an excuse to commit
more atrocities by brain washing other people into thinking they have no choice but to commit
criminal acts thus continuing and escalating the spiral of recrimination, violence and bloodshed
through the ages seemingly without end.
Black lives matter protests for example in america and clashes or northern ireland in the 70;s and at
other times are examples of what happens when the military or the police forget they are their to
protect the public and in turn turn into blood hungry monsters intent on fucking civilisans over to
escalate war.

Which is why it is usually advisable for your own and everyone elses well being to use more skilful
peaceful tactics to remove the career criminals who are found working in the courts, the police,
‘mental health’ which just meanms detain people for religious, scientific or political knowledge or
belief as quickly as possible.
Torture tends to be code named things like therapeutic necessity in court paper work, and any
society of psychology can probably just be relabelled the institution of gilded torturers what with
project blue bird, mk ultra and other track records in all countries to date over what they have done
and preached in the last 100 years seemingly focused on maintain corruption in a bizare social
experiment of and how many lives they destroy before they and their pay masters get taken down in
peaceful or bloody revolution no doubt is not something I wanted to find out about at all, as kind of
puts a damner on life when you realise britain is no longer and probably never was a safe place for
anyone to live notwithstanding no country is probably stable once you scratch the surface of local
politics on mass.
How nieve of me to assume that british politics was just a lot of people wanting to help out and
contribute ideas or solutions to improving lives and to buy into west wing rhetoric and pluralistic
concepts, only to find out that britain was and has been for centuries surpressing knowledge, news
and the people and yet given they lost northern ireland and people were blowing things up, and the
loss of cyprus, kenya, america, india and elsewhere and constant jihads from islam hardly surprising
when I look back in hindisght after discovering torture is taking place and that people I have known
and met are capable of barbaric attrocities and abuses and didn’#t blink at ignoring human rights
and concepts like the hippocratic oath which was supposed to protect the medical system only for
them to destroy it.
And reading about the likes of dr shipman, the angel of death and other nurses who have gone
through the court system and been acknowledged as serial killers doesn’t help either. One hoped
people could overlook incompetence and accidents which got people killed and yet they are openly
and knowingly following orders to torture in the same way the nazis working on the T 4 wards of
germany did, and they klilled hundreds of thousands so it’s hard to see why anyone humours the nhs
at all.
Anyone using their services or justifying them is simply ensuring the destruction of britain by
supporting torture and surpression of the people as they are openly and activelyt seeking to shut
people up.
Human rights are there to make your lives better, to guarentee you peace and a hope and yet those
who are eroding and destroying those rights via propoganda and scare mongering are mearly
exasperating global and local conflict and the onsent of a civil war which always occurse when sub
sets or groups of a population are fucked over by the rest.
Durham police are even blatantly refusing to write statements up because they dont like a persons
politics (ti witnessed that in 2007) and any illusion or pretense of following the book or respecting
justive, or any rule of law in those and some circles like the british court system has completely
evaporated from all I can see not that i’d go near a court any more least I be detained and tortured as
that is what mental health threatened once.
given kitchener invented concetrastion camps in the boar war kind of stupid to think britain was ok,
and the c concentration camps and abuses they commited after world war II in kenya and else
where (Read ian corbains book cruel britain, Britain secret history of torture and other books for
more)

Britain is no longer safe, it is no longer ok and anyone who dins out about it lives their lives
knowing that people in government can round up and disappear people in an instant without trial,
evidence, warrant or due process and it seems unlikely that anyone would say anything any time
they do) so much forr freedom, liberty justice and any notion of truth, justie or honour any time in
Britain soon and the number of people they are fucking appears to grow as the people become
desensitised and distracted by trying to sift the blame elsewhere as their was a time I was ok with
britain, the courts, the bbc, the news and now I just think the people are stupid for even entertaining
them at all,.
V for vendetta, seems more nlikely to be a true story as after the assassination in 2016 on the
freeway the matrix comment of taking the freeway being an act of insanity seems to be ever more
true,
they even sectioned me after my deceleration of independence in retaliation to their comment that in
a democracy nothing an be argued on good Friday in 2011 which in itself seems a stupid and
irresponsible thing to do given northern Ireland peace agreements and the worry about it being
jepordised by the people trying to pull out of Europe.
Hardly surprising they won that vote given they took people like me who spoke up for a
democratically elected president of Europe and wanting to remain in Europe to defend and support
human rights to see an end to war and an improvement of the quality of life of all people not a
selected few or worse a majority wanting to subject a minority citing a democratically elected vote
as reasons to break and abuse that notion of law.
Starved out, meant no money at time to maintain my site so it went down for 2 and a half years and
further torture by injections meant working at a computer or reading up or trying to do anything was
problematic for years after wards till they left me alone as we know the brexit vote controlled the air
ways.
History has always shown when countries and people stop talking, communication drys up and the
next generation are programmed and conditioned by morons to fear all other religions, cultures,
countries and political belief sets as other wars break out as the only way to avoid that is by
working together, sharing knowledge and working out how everyone can improve everyone's lives.
Funding loads of people to detain and torture people without trial doesn’t help peace at all. Funding
any police force that only helps certain sub sets or political parties is also not a help, and any court
that ignores concepts of human rights law is also a waste of space and government propaganda
networks that actively censor huge subsets of society are also a waste of space though it certainly
made s it easier to ditch watching TV years ago and get a life.
Those individuals who are supporting and doing torture are fucking Britain and the people wh
inhabit the country over and dragging the country into war no one should want ,as it edstroys and
needlessly distupts lives assuming it doesn’t cause the loss of yours or your loved ones if you have
any, or your home or anything you tried to build up and well I think most people find genocide
stressful and yet the nhs were clearly ok imploying seniot offials who were pointed out as being
responsible for genocide in other countries to work on their board, while that one was removed they
still openly torture if not worse.

Given medical experiments in the 50’s on birth control pill against people who didnt consent to it
on american mental health wards, and the fat they experiment with drugs against peoples consent on
britains wards which have been pointed out countless times to be causes of war hence why the likes
of the geneva convention forbaid mediccal experimentaion sand that type of abuse.
Seems complete and utter madness to me.
I remember watching I a video on how someone from the yugoslavia concentration camps told of
how his previous teachers where his captors and tormentors and having met and been torturered by
people who openly walk the streets of towns like durham, darlington, middlesburgh and elsewhere
it’s scary stuff.
You think the women in the red dress is your friend look again! Type of thing. How sad that the
education system is turning out people who have no issue abusing human rights, who openly
commit atrocities and cause suffering and worse try to justify that they are helping the people they
torture which in itself is a stomach turning experience as they just come across as monsters and yet
some people are taken in by how attractive some are, at least in the flesh yet when you look closely
they are nothing but black dark souls intent on the destruction of mankind.
And still the people campaign to keep these killers, these torturers in positions under the illusion
that it somehow benefits their meagre lives. Are they nuts? Clearly they are.
Any notion that democracy safe guards the slide into civil war has been proven wrong countless
times by history (just look at hitler and well britain as it today as I know the ability I found as a kid
to speak my mind has evaporated and people like me know are starting to do full background
checks to see which side of the political spectrum people are, as too many people seem willingly to
sell their fellow comrades out which to me never seemed wise. Given government forces always
appear to sell people out.) on the grounds the masses are generally brain washed and stupid, and
have been programmed to think only for themselves and not other people and appear to allow
themselves to be easily conditioned to turn a blind eye to things and do.
The old poem of how they came for one group of people, then another, and then they came for you
and no one was left always springs to mind at how short sighted people are in having allowed the
propoganda suppression of psychology to establish to replace the religious control and surpression
of earlier days gone by and as a psychic clairvoyant this new evil is just as worse. Crucifixion and
burning people at the stake has simply been replaced by injections which kill as in dr shipmans case
or in mine which caused extreme pain and torment which is perhaps worse then water boarding as
for that people have to be actually doing it to you all the time, and seems more honest, with an
injection they just do it and leave you to suffer and that is before taking into account any other
irreversible damage it has and does cause)
then they parade people, and people see someone who can#t speak because their mouth is swollen
up or because they are having muscle twitches as being vulnerable and the reason they are there,
and yet those symptoms and conditions are only there in those people because they were injected by
torturers who have become exceedingly good at propaganda and fucking people over, and scaring
people of speaking up or trying to explain how certain conclusions were worked out by evidence
and yet they themselves offer none for thei grandiouse delusional madness they ecxhibit which is
demonstrated by reams of reams of bullshit that seems to have no if any scientific basis in fact as
they fall to coming up with creative terms instead in an effort to bambuzzle stupid people into
thinking they understand people and yet they keep doing stupid things like tortur which has
guarentees the destruction of the health service for all time, and almost certainly their own

incarceration at a later date for the crimes they have commited against humanity and the people if
ever anyone writes it up in appolitical maifesto and if anyone actually cared.)
world war I broke out with the assination of ferdinand, the libya civil war broke out with the suicide
of a boy in a town square and people like me no longer tolerate their criinal organisation at all.
They had a chance to draw a line under torturer when the kenya torture cases from the 50’s wen t
through the courts and were awarded compensation, instead of trying to drawe a line under it, they
made it worse, after reordering the nhs,, they pulled me in and god knows how many others since
then and tortured me again for no reason at all, which in itself is evidence of the hospitals, mental
health workers mental incompetence and short slightness at all, and word game like sticking mt
hunt in control to try to mitigate any press on witches looking for justice over torture with witch
hunt gags is just a typical stupid gesture as is putting the likes of money penny in charge of
disability and all the damions in charge of welfare as well.
has no one seen the angel tv series episode of angel where the lawyer is stuck in a hell dimension I
ideiclic surroundings, only to be routinely tortured and for his heart to be ripped out in the basement
thus making a mockery of the surroundings he was living in. I assure you after teams of 5 or more
people show up to drag you into a room or rugby tackle you to the ground to inject you with drugs
they are not luxurious or idilic at all. While on the subject of the angel tv series there is the bad guy
bthe higher power which everyone idilises until nthey see or get its blood on them, and then they
wake up and see the monster they truelly, are i’ve seen the people who are working in the nhs and I
no longer have any doubts then anyone trusting them for medical expertise is clearly insane and the
only thing they know how to do efficentl;y is who to destroy lives, how to destroy their corporration
and push a country into war based on their abuses of hujman rights law, common sense , the
Hippocratic oath and well being a decent human being who actually gave a damn about humanity at
all.
Other religions advice on trusting god and god alone when it comes to health and cures seems
increasingly sensible of late least you run the risk of the surgen who has an off day or just
deliberatly slips and cuts off your penis as in a news story from the last week( or leaves you with a
condition that is worse off and given the police seem to be really selective on who you help, I know
people like me can no longer and will no longer trust or use the existence or even notion of that so
alled health service which has demonstrated it is just the head quarters for the religious mutaween,
the mental health gestapo of britain and no one of sound mind would use them or justify the crimes
and abuses they appear to continually commit at the glorious tax payers expense not that I think
private would be any better as they seem just as bad with all the stories of abuses against old people
that periodically keep surfacing now and then,
Then there are I or films like escape from sobibor or the scene from gladiator of the senator
disgusted at how the people are lapping up the violence of the colosseum and other films like amen
which I have yet to watch though the trailer in itself where the priest walks into the judges chamber
and raises the point about knowing about the people being killed, or the boy with the maths question
on how many houses can you build compared to the cost of an asylum are worth watching indeed.
Even the film 300 otr the last samurai where a few good men willingly stand to defend freedom
even in the knowledge it gets themselves killed are worth noting as believe it or not, some people
have had enough of humering tyranny and trying to justify or humour their crimes is not worth the
taint on my or any soul at least in my opinion.

as the very idea they can shout people down and use force to induce slavery only works in the short
term, and the backlash from the people they enslaved or the people who know is so bovious it is
worrying how their titles were ever respected, humoured or listened to in any circle at all.

To make it clear how these torturers are over a year later, I had a conversation withsomeone and
mentioned it and discoverer that this person had sold their own kid out to them and I was reminded
of anger and I know i’m pretty laid back, and yet hardly surprsing so many people snap and kill
people at a later date in retaliation for crimes previous done by government which covers up the
abuses that they are doing and does nothing to stop it, as the damage done by torture is irreversible
in the extreme.
As a psychic, sprituslist, witch and human rights guy bwhos studiend the wars of religion for years
trying to bottom the mess out haaving witnessed the loss of life personally with the loss of my
grandad to people retaliating for the 86 bominb og libya while as a kid. It makes it easy to
empathise with the freedom figher and the only solution I see is to hold those who should know
better accountable which would be the democracies courts and people who hold those offices who
are supposed to be inteligent and given the number of books people are given to read as a kid like
the handmaids take and 1984 , z for zachariah on utopias and the abuses of government i’m not sure
why and how the nritish education system is churning out so many people so eager and willing to
torture their fellows.
i’d hoped the ethics professors and so called law departments of Durham university and certain
politicians in Durham would respond to why universities such as themselves do that, but they never
replied. And the priest certainly didn't have the spine to meet me to address torture at all.

To all those people accepting bribary and huush money to sell people out and keep torturers in
power, either out of fear or well just not giving a damn you are sowing the seeds of your own
destruction as turning a blind eye to it always leads to your own well being being fucked further
down their stream as their safety and anything they have spent time creating or building up can be
destroyed in an instant in the backlash that occurs later because they didn’t think it mattered, or it
was too another group of people, indibviduals and not them and let us not forget the facebook
warnings along the lines of I never thought voting for the torturer party would lead to bme being
tortured as well or worse being rounded up and excuted in concetration camps or buried in a mass
grave by the genocidal maniacs who always extend their reach, especiaslly as the population gets
disarmed and their forces get armed with automatic weapons which is more a commoin occurance
in the streets as is the use of spit hoods and other scare tactics, logic such as they only do it least
someone spit blood (probably from where they were beaten up) on them so they catch hep c, and
yet antyone sensible who cared about the law who wanted to mitigate risk of personal infection
would just wear a containment suit as that is a person taking responsibility, the other using spit
hoods is conditoning people to use force and abuse people whicj leads to the break down of
established order, mass protests as the system collapses on itself and is boycotted and ignored on the
extreme.
The more the people are censored, the more people starved abused or lied to the more civilisation
breaks down and the more risk to loss of life, and well any chance of a happy future at all.

Benjamin franklin and others said it well the more you sacrifice liberty for better security the more
you loose both.
Good Customer service, a smile, helping people out always helps more as others pay it forward and
well making sure no one goes hungry or goes without a home, food, water, clothing and can keep
warm.

This is a failing of the education system, and of course the people who control the press.
Their favourite tactic of a totalitarian regimen is to silence people, remove their ability to people to
speak to people either via intimidation tactics or just by starving them out of house and home as it’s
usually hard to speak to lots of people (But not impossible) to explain what is going down as they
look to divide and conquer strategies to break people.
Any government that stops a person from entering court, or speaking to someone detained is ultra
vires, and doesn’t deserve to be in office as it leads to civil war and is probably one of those safe
guards necessary to maintain peace and ensure that life is getting better for everyone on and off
planet earth.
The fact mental health refuses to show people evidence of why they are detained or the charges is
also another one of those hints that the British government is corrupt. How anyone introduce the
concept of people who are not the ruling party not having the mental capacity to see charges of why
they been detained under the ibzare notion that anyone who formulated different religious
conclusions based on evidence they went privy to or they just ignored because it was an incontinent
truth or the fact that any individuals who had more enlightened views is deemed mentally ill is not
funny when your on the receiving end of it.
we all know the likes of teresa may want to strip people from thinking for themselves in order to
establish the clone army of mindless automatons of based on the rhetoric in her speeches no doubt
privately relishing films like divergent where the army just take drugs and eliminate any apposing
faction unquestioningly on mass what with her abusing her authority and the remit of the military
by trying to suspend the right to life and liberty of person when everyone knows the military is
supposed to protect and safeguard lives, hence why they we’re established.
also how anyone allowed mental health to replace the criminal justice system to get around the
issue of needing evidence to detain people who they didn’t want destroying their established power
base or their ability to torture is beyond me.
I thought that just happened in places like Iran or china, but no Britain as well and yet I still run into
people who get confused as why people try to do terrorist hits against Britain and yeah, like how do
I explain it to people like that!
To put it bluntly if the police, courts, prisons, hospitals, stop someone from seeing, speaking to
someone detained then that is generally proof to say that those working in that position are the bad

guys and need to be removed from office immediately because it’s bullshit and the only reason to
stop that type of communication from occurring is to protect people in office who are committing
abuses and who are almost certainly in that scenario fucking subsets if not all the population over.
Allowing wars to develop tends to fuck everyone over given time and the racist should learn that
blowing countries up and bombing civilians is what caused the influx of people you were bitching
about in the first instance and that giving money or aid, or guidence in helping to raise the quality of
life in that country would have meant that everyone would have stayed gone their instead and thus
you wouldnt have the illusion of your jobs being taken off you anyway notwitshtanding in an ideal
world everyone should be looking to make it necessary for people to do less work, less often as we
should be gettingmore efficent at things and ending war by prevent tortuing and well not freezing
huge amounts of the population out of the democratic process either by silencing their voice or
using scare tactics against them would remove the need for most of the jobs.
If people have a home and sufficent money for food and fun there is less crime as well, the courts,
military and police are rendered redundant as is the need for a health system if people have access
to bett er nutritian and have the money to joiin a gym, or martial arts yoga badmington course and
have fun,
that and gving people acccess to knowledge rather then bulshit and teaching them to think for
themselves so they in turn can help others if they want to rather then being depended on people
more intent it would seem on fucking people over.
Give everyone money, give eveyone a home, if anyone earns above that if for example the have set
up a business or club then they can always give excess money back that is not being used to help
people out back to government to be redistributed to others who can help improve lives.
Torturers are not improving lives, they are destroying lives and mental health is generally improved
by gurentteing people access to food, water a home for themselves, and empowering them. Torture
just strips away a persons individuality and destroys their mental health and yet britain has the gaul
to call their religious mutaween surpression agency mental health they just forgot to tell the people
that the truth is mental health was set up and set up to destroy mental health rather than improve it
which is what bullshit government or fat cat propaganda says.
It would appear there is a very scary split on how many of the population seem to favour the
destruction of other people, and how many want to help people out.
anyone thinking that preventing the flow of knowledge, ideas, reason and common sense via
censorship stops a war is mistaken and it always catches up with you in the end, meanwhile in the
short term just means more people die, and continue to die or needlessly suffer in the meantime
and just demonstrates that you are all human garbage who shouldn't be in office at all.
Britain actively stopped people from seeing me who wanted to when I was detained in 2011, I know
this from a fact as I found out years later when I ran into someone on the street from my old
housing estate and she kind of mentioned how kids had made placards saying to let me stay. . The
fact people were prevented from speaking to me, for me to demonstrate I was ok, and of sound
mind and the fact I was disallowed access to a lawyer before being transferred to a facility to be
tortured is scary stuff.
As it just means people have to wonder at what point the civil war is breaking out and if that should
worry me, or if it’s nieve to assume some one else will sort it out or will it all go away or be delayed
to some point after I die of old age notwithstanding the drugs they inject people probably result in

shorter life spans deliberately no doubt, as they adopt the strategy and mentality and how he used t
4 wards and sterilisation programs to get rid of people they didn't like.
Oh well, Ignorance is bliss, and discovering how stupid and short sighted and unethical and corrupt
those in charge of britain and the justice and health system is, scary and unpleasant as hell.
As one wounders can one afford to shut up and hope it all goes away and that no one ellse is being
tortured or starving to death at the hands of the curernt establishment at this current time.
My prefered approach was to do business and start coding and developing a business again, but
regrettably I have been reminded that forgetting where the country is heading is dangerous and I
need to consider worst case scenarios and yet what can you say to reason with incompetent mad
men, who rally to bigots like firage and vote the like of teresa may, cameron or blair in,
I don’t know, seems a futile effort to even try to explain why they are fucking up to anyone, perhaps
getting through to one person so that they factor things in and can turn influence or mitigate further
abuses happening would help and yet given the votes of the brexit referendum would it ever be
enough for peace.
Is it safe to say nothing, least I be rounded up and tortured again as they seemed to like doing that to
people in northern ireland during the troubles and at what point doyou wake up only to find out that
everyone of a certain religion or political party has been masacred on mass, and is being pilled into
war graves and what do you even do when you run into people who are doing it?
Scenarios ike this, I didn’t really consider previously and know seem to be something everyone in
britain has to consider as the torture that is happening is a clear and ever present danger to peace.
If nothing else I used to like doctor who as kid, and being tortured and subjected to brain washing
by so called doctors has rendered that like gone forever.
However blakes 7 seemes to be more realistic given they pretty much showed psychologists asking
if they wanted them to kill blake. That show was the 70’s and babylon 5 covered mental health as
well in the 90’s. Oh so many warning of what is going down, so much proof everyone knew of the
abuses going on and still to my knowledge going on (people are intelligent enough to notify people
who were tortured that torture has been stopped aren’t they? If ever they do)
Ignoring it, and hoping I will be left alone till the day I die is one strategy but the speed of which
countries like syria turn into death traps where chemical weapons and planes bomb houses, and
people are crucified openly should not be ignored as well as the likes of the great purge in Russia
which resulted in loads of executions in the early part of the 20th century, and I so hoped those days
were gone.
I have no idea what country i’d even pull back to, or how to determine how if any were safe.
America clearly isn’t given they elected a leader openly supporting them committing crimes against
humanity re his views on torture) is the wiff of smoke and abuses other countries britain reports
true? Or is it mearly an effort to desdtract from their own abuses at home, and how could anyone
know for sure once you scratch the surface of a town, village or area any where in the world.
Hot fuzz tried to make a joke of it, but it’s not funny in real life.

People like teresa may have demonstrated they are unfit for office. Proof of this is what she told the
military about the suspension of the right to life and liberty of person. She needed to be removed
from office immediately on that fuck up as it just gets more and more people killed.
It annoyed me instant on seeing her remarks, and I know others are more highly strung as have
suffered worse.
Armed militias should only exist to defend people from other armed criminal groups
notwithstanding people doing training for fun, enjoyment and social team building interaction. it’s
a sad fact that some criminal groups get voted in by democracy and are allowed to build up and
commit criminal acts by democracy and go by the name of being the countries army or legion based
on the size of their numbers and the flag they fly but that doesn’t change what they are in reality.
for anyone killing civilians or allowing civilians to be killed, tortured or go homeless is not a
legitimate organisation and is just part of the problem.
The solution and goal was to settle disputes, and maintain peace to help improve the quality of life
for all beings living on earth. Putting yourself into harms way to protect people from tyrants is one
of those drastic last resort measures when the diplomatic process and reason fails, as one always
hopes that humanity can be reached and some semblance of humanity and reason still exists and can
be awkened in the masses to remove those who are committing from office in an efficient and
peaceful way with the minimum of hassle.
what to do with people once they are removed? taking excess money built up by the criminals in
office and giving them a smaller home may be an interesting point of discussion. However even
they should perhaps be allowed enough resource to eat and do their own thing and live in peace. In
the hope it encourages people to improve the quality of life for everyone quicker rather than
dragging out and increasing suffering as is of way too many people.
I think Burning ten pound notes in front of homeless people is a crime which former prime minister
David Cameron did, as it could have been used for food or other necessities and getting £10 off
someone for giving them a chess lesson stopped me from starving to death as I had gone weeks
without food and needed to get some but that type of reprisal or pay back is the least of mine or
your issues at this time with the amount of people committing none consensual torturer in the area.
The only militias or individuals,governments, churches or organisations who are legitimate are
those ensuring the safety of everyone on planet earth. where noted priority is usually given to the
people in their geographic region or homeland local to them so to speak but that shouldn’t be done
at the expense of increasing the suffering of any other groups or sub groups ,cultures or societies.
Note: (by using Sub ji ust means a smaller group of people i.e. not a people in majority unless
someone has a better word to use rather than negative connotations that word implies least I ruffle
feathers needlessly and unintentionally as all humanity and life is just as valued and should be
respected notwithstanding if people want to die by their own free will that’s their prerogative but I
really need to come up with a better word and really don’t want to write this document up at all but
probably need to do to the amount of stupid people in my local and the earlier some things are
nipped in the bud the better so to speak and as far as bdsm goes, I was ok with dominant women in
the bedroom who had creative ideas and the ones who classed them selves as subs using a different
context for the word usage we’re a little weird)

yes I do thing careless use of language can get people killed (or at least slow them down) going
from some of the examples in life I've seen or read about, and yet I am way too lazy to proof read
anything or bullet proof it thus think this writing exercise is a waste of time.
Most people I would hope prefer to use the democratic mechanism and infrastructure, or start a
charity or business to safeguard and improve the quality of life of all people and tjust take action
locally to mitigate and circumvent teha ctions and blockades of those criminals and corrupt
totalitarian regimes who try to dictate the control, subjugation of their area sometimes under the
notion of majority.
Really depressing that they ignored the notion of freedom and liberty and actually adapted it to fuck
people living locally to them who hadn’t even done anything against them at all. This never makes
sense to me, I always thought that the school bully or the psyhopath who went round lashing out at
people needless or the thug who stole from was what law enforcement was about, and yet to my
horror they are using it for other means.
Oh to know what power broker was pissed off, and why? Let me guess someone has shares in a
corporation i’d bankrupt if I actually got a company off the ground is that? The notion that a
company I worked for has a gold investor in people award when I know they are ok with letting
people starve in the street who they know are good bemused and I never understood why the BCS
had an issue with developing a human rights site, as given they sent me a screen shot of it, they
knew it wasn’t a sex site and even if it was, what people do consensually shouldn’t be a problem, as
helping people over come jealously and maintain and make new friendships and sort their
relationship mess if any out always didn’t seem a big deal to me.
Perhaps ghengas khan had it right win the other side over thus making them loyal.
Others try tactics like protests, or actively forming a secure perimeter perhaps with weapons against
an opposing armed force which usually tries to argue legitimacy by it’s greater size in numbers
while trying to scew the notion of democracy by mistakenly saying more numbers justifies breaking
the law and democracies remit which is to improve the quality of life for everyone s life.
Just trying to come up with additional safe guards to protect the people as the huge number of
stupid people generally demonstrates that the people really need it least they destroy everything to
spite their face.
, however any force, government, organisation that allows anyone to be starved out of a home, or go
hungry is certainly illegitimate in my oppinion as all it takes is one person getting fucked for a chain
reaction to cascade which leads to the utter annihilation of the entire of everyone living on earth and
I'm not sure how easy it is to stop that from happening and at what points as that in itself seems a
little curious at times.
My own fault for writing how a safety camera dispute esculates in nuclear war, and trying to even
consider a film script featuring a civil war where someone had to work the balance out before
everyone got destroyed. What with other films like Stranger than fiction, i’m not sure I can take the
prime material plane seriously at all.

All that was before me getting shot, repeatedly tasered and tortured as well. Plus the fact that the
job for the mortgage industry really was not a good sign. There are some things which could
confirm something from a long time ago at which point but not sure id be amused if it occurs or not,
as I really, don't think it would be funny at all but it would at least settle the issue actually it
probably wouldn’t but yeah whatever there.
I refuse to even play into it now.
The closer a country is too all out war, the more extreme the measures adopted by the good guys
defending individuals and sub sets of society, and the bad guys trying to maintain their grip on
power at the peoples expense as democracy and reason goes out the reason, and people just avert to
assassination, guerilla war fare or other means to stop the other side from fucking people over.
People maintaining power have demonstrated in those situations, that they don’t care how many
people go homeless, if they are detained, tortured, starve to death and just try and often spend their
entire lives fucking people over for personal fat cat greed.
Why they do that?, I really don’t care but I do know that one person being fucked on planet earth is
enough for the entire planet and everyone on it to get wipped out which is why eternal vigilance,
more common sense, more respect, more improvement is needed from anyone in positions of office
to avert the mess they and others have allowed to occur.
Yes things can improve but history tends to demonstrate that this usually isn't the case due to there
is always open war fare in one or more parts of the planet at any one time and one would have
hoped civilisations and humanity would have evolved in reasons t to not let it get that far and yet
they still do.
Again examples of all out war the assassination that led to world war I breaking out, or the guy
commiting suicide in libya as the people had reached tipping point and had enough, riots and mass
protests and rants tend to raise these issues which shouldn’t have been allowed to occur in the first
place, but you caused them as you we’re incompetent in office.
See the loss and over throw of governments and monarchies or areas under peoples control
throughout history whether it be the Roman empire, the French Russian revolutions, earlier civil
wars in Britain else where, or loss of territories under British control like america when the people
living their just got pissed off with those trying to cling to office and so declared independence inter
alia, when those in office should have resigned or better yet addressed and stopped all the problems
occurring in the first instance.
Hello jhow about a ob description improve quality of life for everyone not a few! With some
seriously negative marking when individuals get fucked.
i.e. by taking action to improve everyone's quality of life is good and showing how this could be
easily measured and that is why they should remain in a job as opposed to another person, unless it
can be shown that that person or other persons has a better way of doing which they can usually
demonstrate either through explanation or action.

However if someone wants to help out and do stuff that improves the quality of everyone's lives,
allowing them to do so is usually a good idea.
everyone with a place to live, with food, education being allowed to develop their skills and do the
things they want in life assuming it’s not going to fuck other people over.
starting a business which is more efficent then others in order to put all those people out of work is
generally encouraged as people really should be of the frame of mind that reducing the amount of
people who need to work, and reducing the time tneeded to get the same or better results is
generally a good idea as I'm sure most people can find things to do which improve or make life
interesting whether through sport the arts or something else, as well as protecting the planet,
environment (repairing the damage done by other individuals or organisations whether recently or
throughout history) as well as improving the quality of life of all living things on and off the planet
(people do live in space stations and are trying to move to other planets you know)
anyway while I think a monarch can safe guard liberty, and freedom by improving human and rights
for all living things) and that should be their remit to stop insane mobs of people trying to destroy
democracy through brain washed stupid majorities, I think queen elizabeth ii is my view is not fit
for office due to all the torture that was allowed to take place kenya concentration camps, northern
ireland and all the abuses committed or being committed on mental health wards and else where.
Anyone who can explain things and can be shown to put the solutions in place to improve the
quality of all peoples lives is the one who should get the top job and based on everything i’ve seen
over the years britain and a lot if not all countries,councils, governments, individuals, businesses,
churches, courts, etc are fucking up though some in more or different areas than others.
Practical solutions that could do with being worked out, impleneted (list to be added to) either to
improve life or avert war.
For everyone who has injected people against their will and or tortured people which injections and
other things get classed as to be told politely to stop, for the people to be informed they have been
told to stop doing it, or perhaps better yet for all of them to be fired immediately or thrown in prison
for life.
That is for their own protection as when open war fare breaks out, some people or groups tend to
shift to assassination and mass executions of all those people who were committing atrocities while
in power, but only if they win the civil war and it definitely better to stop that type of abuse of
position occurring before open war breaks out.
As all they have to be told in the first stages is that thing is wrong and given the explanation of the
persecutions occur when things like the Hippocratic oath and human rights are broken amongst
other things.
As a general rule I think anyone relying on a hospital o the advice of another whether they claim to
have qualifications or accreditation or not is doing so at their own risk, and they really should verify
everything that is said or is being used. Surgeons fuck up and it has already demonstrated that the
system is experimenting on people without their consent using drugs and other things that they
know cause harm and they do this often by lieing to the people saying that what they are injecting
does something else.

i.e. news story of the person being circumcised who lost his penis because the doctors hand slipped,
or people like dr shipmen, or the angel of death that deliberately used those positions to kill people
and nurses have done as well or news stories of incidents where they make the tablets up wrong that
leads to death, or when they experiment with birth control on mental health patients, or secret orders
like the german 1922 sterilisation order or 1939 legislation to kill people on T 4 wards, and britain
‘s NHS and other countries are roturing people and preventing people from being seen on their
wards as i’ve experienced that first hand and the people who commit those atrocities are still
employed in those same positions of power as well.
I was told when I was as a kid My uncle contracted hep c under a nhs blood transfusion as well. Via
contaminated blood, with that in mind id recommend verifying anything put in your own body with
your own chemical analysis which is intels is almost certainly error prone, and to read all the
research and books that any so called doctor is supposed to follow as well as reflecting on wisdom
of churches and other sources about trusting your life and well being to people who continually
demonstrate incompetence, greed, negativity and well evil acts to be honest.
And therefore I once again remind you that having faith or trust in another persons ability, research
or experiments is done entirely at your own risk and you should use own judgement and your own
mind at all times in doing the job yourself, or delegating to others at all.
Governments and organations, political or otherwise have constantly proven to have lied, either
melitiously or through incompetence to fuck other groups or individuals over whether this be
deliberate or having placed trust in people who fucked up or well lied and the only person you
should trust is your own ability and your own skill set and anything you build or produce and
anyone on your side will help you do that as criminal organisations and groups try to make people
dependent on them, try to hide knowledge and well try to scare you off learning things either by
refusing to explain concepts or teach or share knowledge properly and or explaining how
conclusions or strategy was formulated, suggested to solve any given problem or issue that might
have occurred.
My opinion is that fuck ups are better acknowledged in seconds not in decades, years, centuries or
millennia as the longer you leave it, the more people you loose and the worse it gets later as the
illusion of short term gains in silence, suppression or cover ups always backfires and you loose
more further down stream even if it’s just legacy with a historian)
saying someone cant do something is an act of insanity, as it usually results in them or more people
fucking you over at a later date and or worse more chance of them doing it if not immeidatly later
on to prove a point. (that type of fuck up really should be avoided by everyone especially anyone
wanting to be in charge of anything important )
saying things like asking why do you want to do that (Which is none of your business) and saying
something like its advisable you dont do or say that (or I wouldn#t do that) or say that that because
it causes all these problems which fucks you and other people over because of [insert reasons and
explanations here] is generally a better way of doing things in the long term and gives people a
chance to point out what you missed or didn’t think of and offers perhaps a more peaceful outcome
in future.
Also saying someone can’t do something, or something is impossible (i’m possible) generally
makes you look like moron as well as causing other problems for yourself and other people, and it

unlikely you will never ever live it down ever at some point in existence! If in doubt, just shut the
fuck up and never speak again!
and people who can live and manage on less have more skill and charisma and better quality of life
in their own state of mind then those who go the other way and keep trying to live on more.
Relying on other people is a weakness of self, needing to have a partner or a love to feel complete is
a weakness of self and while I'm ok with people having weakness or choosing to live and be relent
on others, it is something I would seek to mitigate in myself to reduce the risk or probability of
being fucked over in future by another third party.
That means if I am doing business, or doing anything like charity, knowledge or service to help I am
usually doing it for fun, self interest in an effort to improve the quality of my life or the lives of
other people either immediately or later, the challenge, or perhaps because I'm just humouring the
game of life and existence in the physical form or I just feel like it, which usually has reasons
attached.
as lots of stupid people tend to come back on people and it already been demonstrated that
majorities break in with guns and detain and torture people and helping and educating other people
can help mitigate those risks by seeing an end to the abuses committed by more criminal types
masquerading as authority so to speak. (so to speak is an expression not a person)
Relying on other people for fun, entertainment and or conversation is not something you may get
when detained by a criminal organisation either claiming to be a government or endorsed by a
government or other organisation and so learning to live on less, is generally a sensible idea for
peace of mind and well being in general, and for those scenarios where resources are scare and there
are more mouths to feed and means you will perhaps be able to leverage more, and do more later
but not necessarily depending on what if anything you want to do in or outside life.

Possible Policy Safe guards?
Courts asking to see if anyone was denied speaking to anyone in custody and checking with the
accused to see if they set no to the contact, and if they didn’t person causing the block whether it be
police or psychologist removed from office immediately no ifs or buts allowed and the accused
allowed to go free regardless of the charges if that is the case in order to safeguard the integrity of
the system and peace on earth and stop a slide into civil war.
Anyone claiming national security as a reason or any other reason for someone not being allowed to
be seen or offering any other bullshit excuse like they are seen is deemed proof they are a criminal
organisation and become a problem and not a solution to improving or safe guarding the quality of
life of all living things.
All a person needs to do is record the person saying no to be seen by named individual or video or
witnesses asking to be seen to show proof in court.
Courts asking if people have a place to live, and money for food and if they have been tortured, hit
or injected against their will in custody. i.e. kept under hot shower against their will until they die
type of thing! As in one american news story. (examples not necessary and if something isn’t
listened that doesn’t preclude it, mearly listing possible scenarios to remind people that they

shouldn't be fucking people over like that type of thing. However does run into the problem of
giving people ideas, which some people might use to take advantage of abusing others rather than
using to help safeguard protect or improve the lives of other people type of thing) in order to force
and take actions against councils or other government organisations breaching their remit which is
to safeguard the quality of life for everyone though asking doesn't guarantee the case if people feel
intimidated by other groups of people in speaking the truth.
If democracy is working for the best interests of the people than everything and all plans done or to
be done will be explained in full and prices given in pence fully transparent to appease people and
give people peace of mind or allow opportunity for improvement as all reasons for and against
should be noted and why one side was chosen over the other every single time to ensure the best
solution is reached.
Anyone unable to do this is being dodgy and not competent to be in office.
Even self defense and saying i’m spending this amount on training or to build a plane because there
are these organisations and people with guns who keep invading,hitting on people is justifiable and
doesn’t require secrecy at all.
People relying on a criminal justice system to keep the peace should be looking at seeking
resolutions to calm and unpick disputes for a win win situation so all parties can be happy and move
on with their lives by putting a solution in place to get around solve or stop the underlying cause of
the complaint happening again.
Please be aware that anyone saying someone has to do something in life is sadly mistaken and will
probably live to regret it in their life time, and queen elizabeth ii really ought to read up on mary
antoinette and the reason why other rulers were disposed.
While the justice system seeks to settle disputes, if people keep intentially fucking people over then
more drastic action like incarceration are perhaps worth considering i.e. if someone is on a killintg
spree but only as far as keeping other people safe or until it can be confirmed they are no further
risk to other people and by risk we mean physical none consensual harm rather than loss of peoples
position or business because they can do a better job or the truth becoming known.
As it stands people at the moment are being incarcerated for political, scientific and religious
knowledge or perhaps just being plain good with words and those who pose a clear and present
danger are the ones still in offices of power and it is those people i.e. the psycho9logists, nurses
who torture and kill people at the orders of government or on their own prerogative who are a
danger as people who are starving and go homeless leads to more people breaking away, declaring
independence and other disturbances like the 2011 riots which come back on everyone in the end.
If people are rioting and are shooting police officers or burning businesses out its usually because
they are sick of commercial fat cat greed which is seen to be a direct cause of people being left
going penyless and homeless and starving to death and because they are seek of the torture,
corruption, lies, bullshit and abuses including assassination done by those claiming to be in office.
On that note, people charging interest or offering loans for profit should perhaps think carefully
about the damage, suffering and hardship they have aused. I think society is better off if money is
extra given to people who need it, to help them quickly set up and do a better job or implement
something quicker if it helps everyone out and thus beneficial to society.

Thos arguing in favour of loans that usery need to be repayed or worse ones with interest are clearly
problematic are as it is teaching people to be at odds with one another and programs people to turn a
blind eye to every one else and all the other suffering in the world.
Greed is not good, and it would be better if people willingly gave excesses resources or money that
they can’t use to those organisation, people or groups who can use them better at that time if only to
feel better about yourselves in the long run, and so people can relax.
People loaningmoney expecting money to be rapid are deemed stupid, and anyone trying to use
force to get resources donated back are clearly having a laugh and should be defended against.
However the notion of giving money for people to buy a bigger house early (ignoring world
population space issues) if they are doing a good job, competant enough and have skills is perhaps a
good idea though one assumes if you signed off on them being competant enough to have that skill
set, than you should back them in maintainimng that income in future ora the very least allow them
to keep the home they got if only for sound financial reasons. More effort money and man power is
wasted going the other way at least that is my thinking.
i’m ok with the size of my current single room flat as is (with kitchen bathroom). As far as
minimum building allowance goes which I think everyone needs as minimum space requirements
go. However a space ror a dojo, laboratory and a bigger library would be nice but not essential for
me to do work in and more space for servers to support any business I need which obviously
reflects back on wiring as I think a garden and well is needed for growinmg food and well a roof or
space for solar pannels and wind turbines or something else to remove dependancy on other
organisations which can shaft you and out you out f business in less than 60 seconds type of thing
mealy by messing with cost.
Not setting people up in their own place, or giving them money for food and other things usually
escalates civil war scenarios and your own demise as the probability of something bad happening
to you increases exponentially if the number of people going homeless, starving or being fucked
over grows which is why people need to reflect on philosophy well.
I consider anyton to force people to do anything against their will like conscription into a military
as being proof that they are the bad guy as if you explained why you wanted people to help you
defend other people then people would join you in that cause.
Their force anyone arguing for the disarming of the people or forcing them to fight, work for you
and trying to use reprisals or black mail if they don’t is generally indicative that they are the bad
guy and that they need to be removed from office or so called position of power immediately before
they do any more harm preferably by the people they are trying to force into doing things against
their will.
People have the right to do their own thing, the law to my mind goes to freewill and consent
(consent is a reminder not to fuck people over, as it usually resorts in war and your own demise if
you abuse freewill and do things that fuck them over type of thing ergo so try and factor other
people in and what they want in life as well as yourself before doing anything that could cause you
unnecessary problems at a later date)
and people should be able to do their own thing or form their own clubs, teams, groups and
organisations which deliver goods or services or give free stuff that help improve everyone's lives.
Whether it be via clubs, societies, computer kitchen tech, music entertainment or anything else,

though if people have no roof over their head they tend to freeze to death and everyone last I
checked needed to eat healthy nutritious food and drink liquids to live and enjoy life.
Anyone who tortures people, injexts people, or kills maims anyone whether in retaliation or any
other reason has to know that they are fucking themselves and their own side, government or
organisation over as the back lash is always exreme and that also tends to cause problems as well.
Anyone inteligent will just defend themselves and the people under their juristiction and look to
ways at how they can improve the lives of the people who are being antagonistic towards them, thus
making peace more likely and freeeing you up to do other things.
People who keep trying to make the situation worse by demanding more recriminations, torture,
vengance either because they like the increased risk to the safety of their own person or the
increased risk to other people who they may or may not be sworn to protect really should hold
positions in any reputable government, army, church or business at all purely because they are
causing more problems and exasperating them more than they solve them.
The argument saying people need to have spit hoods used on them because someone may spit and
cause hep c contamination the person doing the detaining is complete folly as the people doing the
detaining can wear all over body suits to stop contamination risks.
Though being nice polite and going by the book, and not shooting people down or beating them up
reduces the risk to self more. Spit hoods, torture, fear tactics and trying to disarm the populace or
forcing groups of people to do things they dont want to causes civil war.
Make no mistake that the catho9lic church is still loosing people for the torture and abuses
committed against the cathars in langoudoc france and else where, and that was the 13th century.
Which is further proof that torture does not and never will win people over at all
And as for the court system, if anyone wants to see proceeding or speak in someone's defence then
they should be allowed, I dont care what their age, gender or deemed mental cap city is. The very
notion that people need to be approved by that government or that they have to belong to a ertain
political party, or deemed not to be mentally ill as in britain which just means we are detaining you
for your political belief and your skill set is wrong and generally proves that that government or
court system or institution is a danger to the public because it is increasing the probability of civil
war.
Hell I don't care what language they speak or if its pictures or sign language as long they are
allowed to if they want to or if the person being accused of causing other wants them too. By all
means have interpretors but id still want other people to hear what they said so they could verify
just in case someone fucked up.
I expect evidence to be presented and I know in Britain they don#t because they just detain people
on bull shit using mental health and not one psychologist I have met as ever given evidence or
reasons for detaining someone to justify their views thus isa fruther proof that britain is just another
totalitarian regieme on the path to all out civil war and any sense of comarary that they may have
had in world war II is almost certainly gone from the evidence I've seen.
Anyone trying to destroy knowledge is insane, if you have an issue with someone's logic or
explanation just detail out why you have an issue with what was said by giving your reasons and
your own logic in full. Book burnings and cencership really doesnt work at all and those

governments, parents or corporations that do tend to loose more people quicker and make their own
problems worse as they loose more trust quicker than just stating what their issues where in the first
instance and letting people make their own mind up.
Hooks spring, there is a point where you don’t get it back!
Teaching and helping people to be self sufficient so they dont have to rely on opthers is the best
path for peace unless anyone has any better ideas?
Anything need clarifying or anymore logic reasons or scenarios that need covered let me know and
I will expand and tidy it up but only if it helps and if someone has an issue with anything said then
clarifying, tidying it up or adding to it is generally deemed a good thing to avert problems
elsewhere.
Trees – soak up water stop flooding, provide oxygen and provide excess wood for a fuel source but
only if you don’t destroy the entire tree and let them grow back and make sure new ones a re
planted in the event of any lost. Way too many have been lost and are not being planeted quick
enough to replace ones being destroyed elsewhere which is a problem that needs to be rectified.
Other fuel sources for heat may be better at producing less pollution, for example suns rays being
turned into electricity i.e. by hitting a solar panel either by magnets moving over copper wire that
can be done via wind turbine, running water or boiling a liquid to produce steam or perhaps burning
fuel sources that don’t release poisonousness gasses or pollution into the atmosphere or even a
battery that can even be made by sticking a copper coin or nail of another metal into a lemon or
potato or bowl of viniger for example.
On letting people go whether business or personal relationships romantic or otherwise, if people
want to leave letting them means there is more chance they come back on their own, trying to stop
people causes resentment and if they change their mind and come back. They may have learnt more
knowledge or skills that help raise the quality of life for everyone at your end so try and be nice.
People who stop people from doing what they want or stop them from developing their own skill set
loose out and rapidly become the bad guy.
On the police
if they detain someone they better issue the same statement and reasons on release to the person
detained and any other interesting parties as they will almost certainly compare notes at a later date
and any inconsistencies will cause problems for the the parties and the police force in general and
should be avoided at all costs as telling people one thing and other set another thing is childish,
petty and insane.
Refusing to write up statements and or help some groups of the population over another in my view
generally means funding you is pointless with public money and grounds for shutting you down and
alternative strategies need to be looked at.
Also known as do your fucking job or get another one!

On the military, the only reason to deploy troops is to defend the lives of people against another
group of people gone mad, or to protect food crops from destruction and other resources so people
don’t starve or freeze to death.
Going to war over a fuel source for transport is not a valid excuse as most people have legs and can
walk and there are other technologies.
Putting fires out stopping pollution, safe guarding and building infrastructure to help improve the
quality of everyones lives is useful, destroying buildings, wildlide and leaving vast areas of the
planet unimhabitable does not help improve the quality of life for everyone on the planet and is
recommended to be avoided at all costs least it lead to more retaliation, more war by the number of
people you piss off.
Money is just a token people exchange to get things done, or more distinctly to make it easier in
some circles to get things where there are less items to the number of people who want them type of
thing and helps people keep track of how efficient they are with managing costs and resources type
of thing.
Anyone fucking up better explain the reason why in full in a fucking good essay, and stand down to
give someone else if they want it the job, least it lead to more conflict, more suffering and more loss
of life in further retaliation and war.
That goes for judges as well, who should always state their reasons for anything they suggest get
done to resolve a dispute as they should have written all those essays in law school for all scenarios
already and should just be adding all the reasons pointed out to reach a verdict of common sense.
Any judge unable to do this shouldn't be a judge and could perhaps be deemed mentally ill and a
risk to the public and if they don’t resign should perhaps be detained indefinitely to make up for all
the mess they caused while being in office and or the people calm down from emory I don’t think
ive read a statement from a judge that lists reasons or logic for a decision for anyone detained on a
mental health ward at all.
judges know torture is taking place, and that means they can behold responsible for it and I think
most if not all of anyone working in the nhs, court system and government can be fired immediately
and if I did write a political manifesto that would probably be in there as a clause and I think anyone
who has ever tried to use the emergancy phone number for the high courtt, or had things thrown out
will almost certainly second that as in a democracy everything can be argued and should be in full!
Failure to address every argum,nt, every point raised in and out of a case file always leads to further
conflict and war at some point further on and usually looses other people more time, effort and man
power which could have been better used elsewhere.
, any judge who doesn’t address every point and every issue raised explaining their reasons why in
full and offering another approach in writing saying why that solution to addressing a problem in
is better is not doing their job and should probably resign immediately, as if they cling to their
positions then it is generally evidence of corruption and ill gotten gains as not addressing issues is
pretty much a sign of mental illness and being a risk to the public as far as the judge job description
goes., and thus probably means in the interest of justice taking everything off them and detaining
them for the good of the community to prevent further war and hardship of the people should be
looked at intently unless anyone has any better ideas how to stop war and improve the quality of life
for everyone in the local area, and on and off the planet in general?

I generally take the fact that every one is still keeping a standing army and people are still getting
killed or trying to kill each other as a sign that government, judges, the nhs the police, and any other
agency and the education system are fucking up in their entirety.
I found from personal experience that the people who left me food which I never asked for when I
was going through that period unable to buy food in 2010. increased the likely hood of giving to
other people at a later date so I would cite that as evidence that people who are nice, make other
people behave nicely to others while those who push the only do things for money angle are more
likely to cause problems to themselves and others at the time or later in life.
However I tend to find at least in my case, leaving me to do things on my own means I do it a lot
quicker as anyone saying someone should do something generally faces a backlash, and resistance
as they are less likely to.
However suggesting an idea to someone, generally hits resistance and then if nothing is said they
usually go and do it or factor it in of their own freewill later on but only if it makes them or another
person happy once they come used to the pros of the idea.
As far as grooming and brain washing goes, giving people access to arguments, reasons and
knowledge and teaching them to think and reason thinks out for themselves generally reduces their
risk of being abused or being taken advantage of by another group of people.
Suing force or getting angry at someone solves nothing, indeed anyone loosing their cool unable to
keep their temper while employed shouldn't be in the job they are in, and should either be fired or
suspended till at least the reason why their loosing their cool is rectified as i’ve seen way too many
people snap or do things on a grudge in anger and there is no reason for it, as it only damages
themselves and anyone they represent at any given time.
Same can be said for customer service in a capitalist world if a customer is paying you money and
thus helping you keep a roof over your head by using your service then snapping at them, or
refusing to address all issues, and points raised politely does not make sound business sense, and if
a customer has a problem, or needs a service saying you can’t do it or don#t know how doesnt help
you out, much better you take that information on board and fix the issue or offer the service
quicker before someone else does it cheaper and better least you go out of business really, really
quick at some other point in time.
Customer service or anyone that lies to a customer is also a good way to loose respect and business
to someone else as people do figure it out very, very quick at times and almost certainly at a later
point in time.
Mind you in some cases the mistake could be that they just believed what they were tought, and yet
one has to wounder if the person teaching them or informing them of that case lied, or was mistaken
and how that type of thing creeps in, or gets tolerated at all.
As far as maths goes, i’m ok with the principle of adding and subtracting, divding and working out
averages if you need to share equally, and well fractions make sense but beyond that it appears to
me a little iffy as far as logic and assumption goes notwithstanding pattern matching and arranging
things in an artificial model for instance saying something is equal is subjective and constraints in a
modeling language are artifical as far as making comparisons goes, and when people talk about a
proton, electron or an atom as a single object trying to get out of them how they isolate one
generally comes down to the amounbt needed to cause an electrical sensor to trigger a meter or for

light to be defracted a certain amount or the amount neededfor something else to change colour or
perhaps the amount needed for someone to fall over dead if consumed or touched, or perhaps the
amount needed for something to become attracted or repulsed by another thing or for some other
reaction to happen. i.e. like what happened bang rocks together which in some scenarios may be
refered to as two lumps of a particular uranium isotope or other material together together at high
speed to see what happens.
and I'm not sure how that became the concept of one item as you are still only dealing with an
amount and that being represented as a whole thing doesn't make sense to me as far as modelling
objects go as I try and work out what people mean by an atom or the concepts of energy, frequency
and other things in general mean.
No reason mentioning that, I just didn't think someone with a phd doctrate knew that much when
quized and just seemed to be regurgitating crap rather then being able to reason or explain any
thinking or conclusions at all either that or they hope techno bable and avoiding explaining anything
keeps them in a research job.
The fact they don’t explain anything and hide behind bullshit generally seems to be to discourage
other people from learning how to do things which could help other people out and that could
perhaps factor in to one of those causes leading to war or are people still pushing the we wont teach
anyone as we dont trust them angle which in turn means they themselves arent trusted in turn which
causes rifts and thus potential problems further down stream.
Keep it simple, stop over complicating things and factor everything not a few things in as the bits
you leave out, or forget about will potentially fuck you in the end. Especially when bits are
individuals freezing people out whether it be individuals or entire groups amost ineitably always
leads to conflict and war or at the very least a loss of a communication channel that could
potentially help you out if not immediately at a later juncture.
If people are burning the flag that they purchased with their own money, and you are unhappy with
this because of the symbolism message it is convaying you would be better advised to find out why
they are upset and try and put something in place to fixz the damge caused which led to the upset
and do something to stop it from ever occuriong or pissing other people off at some other point,
throwing childish hissy fits saying people shouldn’t be allowed to do something generally shows
your unfit for office or any job at all.
Learn to cator and adapt to all tastes thats where skill,finesse and ability comes in.

